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Discussed the importance of studying the structure of income and expenditure in the Russian regions. Investigated the proportion of income from business activities, salaries, social benefits, income from property and other income (including «hidden» from the sale of foreign currency, money orders, etc.) in the Federal District of Russia in 2000, 2005, 2011, 2012. Analyzed the differences in average per capita income at the district level. Constructed group of subjects of the Russian Federation on various types of income. Using index Valery Riabtseva analyzed differences in the structure of income, use patterns cash income structure of household consumption expenditure from the national average FD structure. Appropriate conclusions that the very method of calculation and the figures on the income of the population and cause a lot of issues require additional research, as well as the existence and growth of differences in the structure of income and expenditure in the North-Caucasian Federal District.
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Currently, rural tourism worldwide is actively developing on the basis of which is constantly increasing flows of tourists and the amount of income of enterprises and countries, practicing rural tourism. In world and domestic practice of development of this segment of tourism is highly instrumental Institute of interaction between government and society. However, only with the formation of a clear mechanism of interaction between state and society, perhaps its further development. The main objectives of this collaboration is the creation of comfortable living conditions in rural areas; promotion of investment activity in the agricultural sector by creating an enabling infrastructure in rural areas; increase the participation of citizens living in rural areas, the implementation of socially significant projects; formation of positive attitudes towards the countryside and the rural way of life. The article attempts to summarize the practice of regulation on tourism and recreation in rural areas.
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In this scientific article, theoretical and practical methods, leading to the realization of cluster policy in the region have been developed. Formulated the goals and tasks of cluster policy in Penzenskaya Oblast. A system of control and monitoring of the effectiveness of the implementation of cluster policy has been developed.
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In the scientific article theoretical and practical methods related to the implementation of cluster policy in the region. Formulated goals and tasks of cluster policy of the Penza region. The developed system of performance indicators, allowing to carry out a comprehensive assessment of the effectiveness of the implementation of cluster policy in the region. These indicators include the following: economic growth and diversification, performance evaluation of an export potential of the cluster, indices of development of innovative potential and innovative infrastructure development indicators of the labor potential indicators cluster dynamic. The main results of the Penza region will increase the competitiveness of the regional economy and the acceleration of innovation development due to growth of production volumes, the share of innovative products and productivity cluster member, the increase of the volume of direct investments into the economy of the region, increase of export potential, development of innovation infrastructure.